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Mimosa Films International:  

Bloemfontein, Free State, South Africa 

 

A sincere handshake. Can it lie in the grip? Maybe somewhere in the 

geniality preceding the contact? Something magnetic in the palm? 

Perhaps. Since the dawn of time mystics have been pondering the 

powers of the palm. Some believe that destinies can be foretold from 

deciphering it. Fortune tellers may see the future - but visionaries 

shape it. This man with the captivating handshake certainly counts 

amongst the latter. While leading the way to one of Mimosa’s 

boardrooms the mogul, as always exquisitely groomed, abruptly halts 

in front of the massive glass wall that makes up one side of his 

corporate headquarters. Boet Troskie, standing somewhat at 

respectful attention, stares intently at the Free State’s infinite blue 

skies. “Beautiful. Is it not just a beautiful day?” awed appreciation 

grows into a smile. “Precious...”, he says, then briskly leads the way.    

“Please, don’t call me mister or sir. My name is Boet. Plain and 

simple. Call me Boet,” he says, “Titles set up barriers between 

people – fences. I try to break down such fences”. Never mind 

fences, in reaching such fantastic heights, the founder of Mimosa 

Films International had to scale towering mountains – and even had 

to move a few in the process. In the home that Boet grew up in, love 

was in abundance - but little else. His father was a welder on the 
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railroads and the six Troskie children were not acquainted with 

luxury. “We grew up dirt poor. I’ll never forget those winters – 

barefoot,” says the urbane tycoon who now is known for his 

sophisticated suits. On his rumoured hundreds of pairs of shoes, he 

quips, “I guess I made sure that I never had to go barefoot again!” As 

a teenager he formed Boet Troskie & His Orchestra (the would-be 

tycoon played, and still does, the accordion and electrical organ) and 

performed at any conceivable event and in every conceivable venue. 

“Those were good days,” Boet reminisces, “If they could not pay us, 

we just played for free”. As a young man he also took up boxing and 

had some success as a light welter.  Upon finishing school Troskie 

wanted to study bookkeeping but his family’s financial situation 

choked that dream. He wrote in for an American correspondence 

course called “Doctors of Motors” and qualified as a mechanic 

through the mail. “In 1960 I finally mustered the courage to borrow 

£750 to buy three used cars. With that I started a dealership in 

Bloemfontein.” Communication, they say, is not about telling it’s 

about selling. This, the future master of marketing, learnt – and 

never forgot – at the very beginning of his career. ‘‘No matter what 

you are selling, you first have to sell yourself.’’ The cars sold like 

hot cakes and within two years, together with his brother Bill, he 

started another dealership. They sold the original business and also 

opened a service station and in 1964 a scrap yard. It was also in the 

early sixties that the spirited twosome became involved with 
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stockcar racing (something at which Bill, who built his own cars, 

excelled at, becoming the 1964 South African stockcar champion). 

One night in Bloemfontein, Boet attended a variety show of the comic 

and screen actor Al Debbo. Being a fan of Debbo’s (having seen his 

film Donker Afrika more than ten times) Boet went to make the 

legendary entertainer’s acquaintance after the show. The two of 

them got along famously straight away. Debbo wanted Boet’s 

orchestra to tour with him and Boet wanted to know why Debbo 

wasn’t making films anymore. “Then Al told me about the film he 

wanted to make, but that he could not find backing”, Boet recalls, “I 

told him to hand over the screenplay so that I could read it.” In 

passing, the car dealer asked the seasoned movie man what a film 

like this would cost to produce. Sixty thousand. “I nearly fell on my 

back”. Nonetheless Boet left with the script. Having read the 

screenplay, he mulled over the massive figures but his gut feeling 

told him that here was something.  “Al Debbo is coming for a visit at 

nine – with a screenplay,” Boet excitedly told his brother the next 

morning.  Bill was, to say the least, bewildered: “Remember, at that 

time neither Boet nor myself, knew a thing about movies...” Surely 

his brother had to be joking. Movies!  “We deliberated for a bit,” said 

Bill, “and finally decided that we’ll team up with Al to make the 

picture.” Bill invested in his brother’s venture and so too did their 

auditor, but according to Boet, everyone else thought they were 
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committing financial suicide. Motorcar men plus movies equals 

madness! The Troskies ought to lobby for money to help pay for the 

psychiatric care they obviously needed and forget their silly 

cinematic aspirations!  Boet turned to banks for a loan. “I signed at 

the bank. Eyes shut!” Two weeks after Debbo’s visit the brothers 

founded a production company. Jossel Newton, their auditor and co-

founder, thought that the film company’s name ought to have a 

homegrown ring to it. Ideas were tossed about. The name they 

finally agreed on was Mimosa –  the common name for the Acasia 

karoo. Boet became the managing director of Mimosa Films and ever 

since 1964 it has remained a family affair.   

Die Wonderwêreld van Kammie Kamfer was written by Gert van den 

Bergh – one of the most famed and respected names of South African 

stage and screen. It was shot on what can only be described as a 

tethered shoestring budget. Nine people made up the production 

team. Apart from starring in the picture, Debbo was also director. 

They filmed night and day, weekends and straight through the 

winter. The tiny budget did not allow for sets to be constructed. “We 

were so poor that in fact we could only pay the actors a meagre 

stipend,” Boet said of his debut as an executive producer. 

Technically it was not a masterpiece but Mimosa’s first film made a 

100% profit. The boys were now officially in the movie business. As 

South Africa’s newest film company was making its debut, the 
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country’s foremost filmmaker had left his production company. By 

1964 Jamie Uys was without a doubt South Africa’s sage of the silver 

screen. No other local filmmaker could match his critical acclaim or 

his consistent box office successes. Boet knew that at that stage 

South Africa’s movie maestro was professionally an ‘orphan’. He also 

knew Gilbert Gibson (a journalist and head of Promotions Ltd.) who 

in turn knew Uys. The parvenu producer first asked and later begged 

a sceptic Gibson to arrange a get-together with Uys.  Puffing at his 

pipe, Jamie Uys looked at the two guys from Bloemfontein. “They 

just pitched up at my house,” Uys remembered the historic moment. 

Boet and Bill introduced themselves and their Mimosa Films. A 

sudden flash of recognition from the movie maker, “Then you are the 

little buggers that splashed my name big time!” Chuckles all round. 

Jamie had very briefly appeared in Die Wonderwêreld van Kammie 

Kamfer  but not before insisting that his name not be used during the 

publicity campaign – a wish that Mimosa had somewhat ignored. 

Jamie and Boet differed in almost every conceivable manner. Oil and 

water – inherently different but both exceptionally valuable 

commodities. Nevertheless these opposites were instantly drawn to 

each other; a spark that would ignite an intimate bond. “They said 

that they’d made one movie and wouldn’t I like to join them,” the film 

legend recalled. He said that he’d consider it. “So a week later I 

phoned them and said OK.” With a there’s-no-harm-in-trying 

attitude, the Troskie brothers, together with Uys, became not merely 
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successful but eventually made history. “I regard it as the biggest 

breakthrough that I ever made,” says Boet, “and also the one that I’m 

most proud of.” Jamie and Boet’s partnership was never cemented 

with anything as formal as a contract – instead a handshake sealed 

the alliance that would span three decades. Those initial prophets of 

doom were taken aback. Their first film was a success and now they 

had teamed up with the single biggest name in the South African film 

industry – that man from Mimosa was someone to keep an eye on… 

Boet was convinced that the film industry could be a sustainable 

endeavour. Boet and Jamie’s relationship was based on these 

principles and even went beyond. Jamie was addicted to cinematic 

storytelling but detested the money side. “I’ll never forget those 

years when I had to make films and agonise over the business side, 

raising money, paying wages,” said Uys, “Now I make the films – 

Mimosa looks after the money.” As his executive producer, Boet 

allowed Uys to make the sort of films he wanted, when he wanted 

and how he wanted. Jamie was arguably the only filmmaker in the 

world to work without a set budget and a timeframe carved in stone. 

However, this arrangement, the creative freedom and financial safety 

which Boet knew Jamie needed for his brilliance to really shine, had 

problematic implications for the executive producer. Without an 

exact budget bankrolling the pictures would be complicated, and 

without an exact timeframe Boet could not guarantee a delivery date. 

As such establishing dates for actual release and distribution plus 
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strategising publicity and marketing campaigns was very 

complicated. Of course the astounding worldwide success of Jamie’s 

work outshone these prickly pears. To get out of the starting blocks, 

Jamie (who was made a board member) made three short films for 

Mimosa. One of these, Three Wise Men (1967), was a hit in 

American and was only withdrawn from circulation in 1980. Boet and 

Jamie’s first feature film together was a comedy that revolved 

around the intrigues of a beauty pageant. Die Professor en die 

Prikkelpop, which was released in English as The Professor and the 

Beauty Queen was a big hit. Jamie told Boet to go and sell it in 

England. “A tall order for a fellow that wasn’t exactly fluent in the 

Queen’s English.” The would-be mogul returned from Britain with a 

few thousand and was quite proud of his first foreign attempt. “But I 

was certainly cheerless when Jamie exclaimed ‘Is that it?’” Boet 

smiles. Their next venture was the story of a little boy that tries to 

survive in a desert while his dad frantically searches for him. Shot on 

location in the Namibian desert - making the film was a logistical 

nightmare but Dirkie – Lost In The Desert (1969) was a n historical 

milestone in Mimosa’s history. Boet ingeniously brokered a deal for 

the film’s international distribution with Columbia Pictures on a scale 

that no other South African picture had achieved. In less than a 

decade Mimosa Films had joined the big league. The Boet/Jamie duo 

made success after international success, including Beautiful People 

(1974) and Funny People (1976). With Beautiful People, Boet 
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produced South Africa’s most expensive picture up until then. While 

making the film Uys, as always working like a slave, pushed himself 

beyond his (apparently superhuman) capabilites and suffered a 

serious heart attack. The movie, with ever ballooning costs, ground 

to a halt. While the epic nature film nearly killed the filmmaker, it 

almost led to the demise of Mimosa Films. The foreign backers were 

jumpy – they wanted the film or their money.  

Boet persevered, Jamie recovered and Beautiful People was a 

worldwide smash hit which went on to win a coveted Golden Globe. 

Already in the mid-1970s Boet was the Midas man from Mimosa, 

being hailed as the country’s first movie millionaire (to what extent 

is unknown as the company has always been secretive about its 

films’ exact financial successes). While Jamie’s movies were 

undoubtedly the most famous, Mimosa also collaborated with some of 

the most successful names in the South African film industry: 

directors such as Daan Retief, Jan Scholtz, Ivan Hall and Emil Nofal. 

By 1985 Mimosa housed almost 10 production companies (including 

Elmosa Films with Elmo de Witt, and Constancia Films with Daan 

Retief) turning out successful feature films and television series. In 

1977 Boet formed Mimosa Film Distributors. Relying on a tiny team 

of exceptional industry experts strategically scattered around the 

world, it was the only South African film company that succeeded in 

successfully distributing and marketing its movies in the cut-throat 
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American and European markets. Under Boet’s careful tutelage, 

Mimosa was becoming a diversified corporate entity. He focused 

mainly on the films and his brother Bill on the rest. In fact, Mimosa’s 

next Uys film would seize nearly all of Boet’s focus. Already in the 

mid-1970s Jamie mentioned his idea for a film about a Bushman and 

a Coke bottle. The Gods Must Be Crazy (1980) would be Mimosa 

Films’ crown jewel. But getting the timeless classic to the silver 

screen wasn’t without its fair share of difficulties. Almost from the 

start any concept of timeframe or budget vanished. Legends abound 

of Uys’ tenacious perseverance in making the picture – and Boet’s 

dogged perseverance in enabling Jamie to make it. “It was Jamie’s 

best, but he sure gave me some headaches...” An understatement of 

epic proportions! Both cinematically and commercially the final 

product was a global marvel. Although the excitement surrounding 

the film from across the globe was astounding, slashing attendance 

records from country to country, convincing Hollywood’s 

gatekeepers was a different story. Being the toughest nut to crack, 

Mimosa decided to release The Gods in America last. “It was rather 

plodding along,” recounts Boet of the Hollywood negotiations, “After 

months we finally reached an agreement with Twentieth Century 

Fox.” Then the big shocker... the Americans estimated that The 

Gods would only earn a few hundred thousands, while Boet had 

thought in terms of millions. “I was totally flabbergasted!” 

Immediately Boet knew he had to move to America to personally 
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oversee the distribution and promotion of the film. “It was not a 

decision taken lightly. I had to put my family on a plane in South 

Africa and tell them that we were going to live in America.”  Boet 

handed over the hands-on management of Mimosa’s many companies 

to his brother and co-directors, thereby entrusting them with his 

life’s work. Mimosa acquired a Lear Jet with which Boet, a licensed 

pilot, crisscrossed America (sometimes visiting six cities in one day) 

to ensure that the Yanks got to see the “Bushman movie”. Like 

everywhere else the film had been shown, the Americans could not 

get enough of the The Gods.   Hollywood quickly taught Boet that if 

you want to be taken seriously by the big shots, you had to look and 

act the part – something he excelled at. As a producer of 

international box office smashes, Boet mingled – and still does - with 

the biggest names in Tinsel town. Yet he refused to become a slave 

to the place, preferring “not to live too close to the stars”. Although 

he was a suave Hollywood player, at home in the Huntington Beach 

area near Los Angeles, the Troskies were surprisingly down to 

earth. There were no butlers or maids, instead the family members 

did all the chores themselves. The famed executive producer did the 

dishes and mopped the floors. “I’m don’t shy away from work – any 

kind of work. I’m grateful to my parents for raising us that way.” 

Similarly the family all played their part in his dealings. His children 

typed his correspondence and at times his wife had to represent him 

at meetings. Family life has always remained pivotal to Troskie: “My 
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family is always my foremost priority. That will never change”. With 

The Gods Boet learnt how to manage an international bullet train of 

success. Without delusions of grandeur, Boet remains an activist for 

realism and prudence. “It might be a glamorous business – but it isn’t 

a glamorous lifestyle,” Boet sighs, when speaking about the never-

ending demands and strains of being a motion picture producer. 

Quality, for this film producer, is non-negotiable. “It is better to 

make one good picture than three mediocre ones,” he says, adding 

that a quality film sells itself abroad. Although the movie industry is 

fuelled by unspeakable amounts of money, Boet, calling it a “risky 

business”, cautions: “There are a lot of people taking bites from the 

pie! The producer can be rightfully ecstatic if he gets maybe 10% 

from the earnings after everyone else had taken their cut.” His 

commandments when it comes to making films are that quality is 

above all else, money may never be an obstacle, it has to have 

commercial appeal,  and no sacrifice or challenge is too great. 

Unbeknownst to many – surely not his life insurance brokers – Boet, 

secretly, acted as a stuntman in some of the films. Speeding around 

in cars or taking death-defying twirls in planes, this executive 

producer was willing to risk his life for his films. Risky business 

indeed! His daredevil days also speak of his steely will. “Don’t try to 

sway me,” Boet says with a bit of a snigger (kindly softening the 

seriousness of his advice), “it can’t be done!” Indeed. He’ll consider 

potentially worthwhile prospects, listen to trusted advisors and 
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ponder at length. His word is his honour and as such he takes great 

care what he attaches it to. Once he has made up his mind his 

decision is set in stone; he makes the decision and he will take the 

responsibility for it. And the man has much to decide on. Boet, every 

day, receives countless letters and e-mails from people of all walks 

of life and from all corners of the earth. Some are admirers, some 

seek advice, and others try to hawk their proposals. Some are 

genuinely sincere and others less so. Integrity is holy for Boet when 

talking about business. He thoroughly detests ‘‘braggarts, liars and 

conmen’’ but is regularly approached by them – ranging from clever 

schemes to hilariously absurd tall tales. Luckily he has something of 

a sixth sense, smelling a phony person like a shark smells blood. “I 

like children, the aged and animals, all three are our best and 

sincerest friends. A child, for example, can’t feign or fake.” He has 

immense respect for unpretentious truthfulness. Although he was 

like a fish in water in California, he very much remained a patriotic 

South African. While many others in his position would have thrown 

themselves headfirst in the bright lights of Hollywood, Boet was 

house hunting in South Africa. He built a home for himself in his 

beloved Bloemfontein. He acquired the property, situated against the 

foot of Naval Hill, in the mid-eighties and spent millions turning it 

into a sprawling estate named Eden.  
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The interior designer had a blank cheque and carte blanche – 

antiques, carpets, ornaments, tapestries, art and rare collectables 

from around the world fill his magnificent home. He calls it his 

“hideaway home” as it is here, amidst secluded splendour, that the 

mogul can relax. Boet’s banquets and parties at Eden resemble 

Mimosa’s movie premieres, and it’s a singular honour to be invited to 

one of them. Not long ago he held one of his trademark feasts - 

gracious elegance imprinted on the whole occasion; nothing is too 

good for his guests. At night Eden is awash with a soft glow from 

subtle lights. From across Europe, the USA and South Africa 

esteemed members of the judiciary, celebrated artists, acclaimed 

academics, renowned surgeons, respected businessmen, as well as 

ordinary folk (Boet considers himself a member of the latter group) 

congregated at the entrance of Eden’s dining hall. The buzz of 

conversations was occasionally broken when Boet spotted a new 

arrival and bellowed: “Look who is here!” Securely gripping an 

outstretched hand with both of his: “It’s my honour that you’re 

joining me tonight.” Wafts of laughter and chatter filled the crisp 

spring air as waiters bobbed about with cocktails and delicacies. 

Boet expertly made guest upon guest feel special. Each one was 

invited by him personally and each received his personal attention 

equally. A world-renowned chef was summoned from Europe to 

create culinary art which was accompanied by only the best wines. 

Amazing Grace filled the air and the magnate gazed into the distance, 
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drinking in the lyrics. When a renowned Belgium singer dived into a 

funky pop song, Boet tapped his fingers on the table before bolting 

up, flinging off his jacket and starting to boogie. The crowd went 

wild. He enjoys life – he doesn’t endure it. Behind the manor house 

are the garages. Boet’s famous limousine, a very rare 7m long 

Fleetwood Cadillac, fits snugly. It’s also where he keeps his Achilles 

heel – luxury sports cars. ‘‘It sounds like cheap swank I suppose but 

heck, I just love these fast beauties.’’ He enjoys driving them, but not 

so much chatting about them, saying almost shyly: ‘‘It will look like 

I’m bragging.’’ He also doesn’t easily talk about his age or riches. ‘‘I 

never ask anyone their age or what possessions they own,’’ Boet 

retorts, ‘‘I don’t see the necessity.’’ (He’ll only go so far as to 

divulge that he was born on 2 November. A Scorpio. Nobody steps 

on a scorpion – not even one as benevolent as this.) Surprisingly for 

a billionaire globetrotter, although he appreciates the good things in 

life, he enjoys simplicity. Some of his most cherished possessions 

are ordinary things without any real monetary value. Also in his 

person he likes clean living – he very rarely drinks, has never 

smoked, is not particularly keen on red meat and does not even use 

salt. Unsurprisingly Boet’s greatest love affair is with one of nature’s 

beautiful creatures – pigeons. ‘‘All my pigeons are very close to my 

heart,’’ he proudly says. As a young boy he received his first as a 

present and kept it in a box. Over the decades as Boet’s houses 

became more regal, so too did the homes of his beloved feathered 
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friends. His racing pigeons are world renowned and he is an 

internationally acclaimed competitor.  But his love for the birds 

themselves is far greater than for his overflowing trophy case. It is 

there, amongst the pigeons, that Boet the businessman and Boet the 

man meditates and ponders his corporate or personal directions. 

‘‘You know,’’ he says in awe of the beautiful creatures, ‘‘they’re 

actually smarter than humans – we still don’t know how their radar 

system work!’’ Amidst the genteel sonatas of the birds the mogul 

switches off - a rare thing to behold, as the movie tycoon apparently 

lacks the ability to sit still for longer than a few sips of a coffee. ‘‘I’m 

always in a hurry!’ He detests having to put something off when it 

can be addressed immediately. No wonder then that he sleeps very 

little. He likes things to happen swiftly. He walks at a rapid pace, 

loves fast cars and is a sprinter. No matter where Boet finds himself, 

he jogs every single day. At Cannes he became a familiar face at the 

film festival’s star studded annual marathon (he came second in 

1983). On Boet’s return from his American stay, after The Gods Must 

Be Crazy became the single most successful film to ever have come 

from Africa, Mimosa had turned into a diversified corporate 

powerhouse. Even so, like its founder, it remained anchored in 

Bloemfontein.   

Situated within central South Africa, Bloemfontein is a city with a 

town-like atmosphere. Johannesburg, the country’s corporate hub, 
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hosts the country’s movie business, yet the country’s most famous 

production house is firmly rooted in the little city. “I’m a son of this 

region,” Boet says proudly, “We’ve always had a very special place 

in our hearts for Bloemfontein. That is why I feel morally obliged to 

keep our headquarters here.” Mimosa eventually expanded its 

physical headquarters into an astoundingly successful shopping mall. 

In November 1991, Boet opened the Mimosa Mall in Bloemfontein. A 

commercial monument of sorts. “It’s our way to say thank you for 

what Bloemfontein and its people have meant to us over many years. 

We wanted to give something back.” While many businesspeople and 

companies were withdrawing from the country Boet and Mimosa 

invested hundreds of millions in its future. The mall was a 

spectacular success and was continuously expanded until Mimosa 

sold it in 2008 - the single biggest property transaction in the Free 

State’s history. As the country and indeed the world was in the jaws 

of an economic slump, the movie men from Mimosa made financial 

history. Another way that Boet and the Troskie family have made 

financial history in his hinterland is through their philanthropy - 

whether it be in the realm of education, art and culture, sport, 

ecology or welfare, the Troskie’s have poured millions and millions 

into the wellbeing of their fellow man. “To be happy as a person, one 

must see to it that others are happy” he reasons. One institution 

which is particularly special to Boet is the Central University of 

Technology (formerly known as Free State Technikon). His 
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involvement with the institution stretches over decades; including 

being appointed as its Chairman in 1982. The mogul bequeathed the 

institution with a spectacular 3 000 seat auditorium, the Boet Troskie 

Hall, which was officially opened in September 1993. The university 

of technology fittingly bestowed an honorary Doctorate on its single 

biggest donor. The latter, immensely proud of the tribute, 

nonetheless staunchly refuses to don the title. (Recently Mr Boet 

Troskie has been appointed as the new chancellor of the CUT, by 

the council of the university for a term of four years. Mr Troskie is 

succeeding Mr Mosiuoa Lekota whose term in office came to an end 

in December 2009.) Over the decades Boet has received awards and 

honours from around the world, not counting the awards Mimosa 

Films have received. Honours awarded to him are too many to 

mention and range from being identified by the American 

Biographical Institute as one of the 500 most influential persons on 

earth to being 1990’s Bloemfonteiner of the Year. Just like his money 

couldn’t change him, so the accolades didn’t either. Although 

grateful, as a rule he never refers to these. This man even wants no 

tributes at his own funeral, ‘‘there were already enough – now!’’ (and 

“certainly the cheapest casket”). Irrespective of his wishes for when 

his time on earth ends, the man tackles each day as if it was his last. 

As he was no prisoner of poverty, he is now no prisoner of success. 

He might work like a slave, but Boet is no slave to money. The truth 

is he wholeheartedly loves what he’s doing. The challenges of 
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producing a feature film, the thrill of brokering an international deal 

or developing magnificent properties. He actually likes going to work 

in the morning. Surely a businessman who oversees a multibillion 

dollar empire with concerns around the globe must permanently be 

fighting ulcers and suffering from insomnia and fatigue. But no, Boet 

seems totally serene and at peace with the world. “As you see me in 

the morning, I’ll be the rest of the day,” he smiles, “I’m not a moody 

person. Calm. Positive. One must be!” His chosen simplicity of his 

life grows in no small way from the simple truths he lives by. “My 

upbringing made me who I am,” he says solemnly, “My beloved 

father instilled in us that in life the most important things are love, 

thankfulness and the ability to say ‘I’m sorry.’” He does not easily 

speak of the many crises and sorrows that he has experienced. “In 

times of crisis, I’m on my knees. The Creator carries me through.” 

Wholly aware of his own infallibility, Boet says, “I think it is better to 

make mistakes and to move on, than to stand still and torment 

oneself over it.” When asked when he’ll retire, Boet bursts out 

laughing: “Retire! You must be kidding. They will carry me from my 

office to my grave!” His philosophy in business and life is: “I walk a 

straight line”. Tracing his footsteps, one hopes that Cornelius 

Abraham Troskie will go on walking for a very long time still. 
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